Three-dimensional baselines for perceived self-motion during acceleration and deceleration in a centrifuge.
Three-dimensional motion trajectories were computed, representing the motions that would be perceived by a perfect processor of acceleration information during the acceleration and deceleration stages of a centrifuge run. These motions serve as "baselines" for perceived self-motion in a centrifuge, and depend on the initial perception of orientation and velocity immediately preceding the acceleration and immediately preceding the deceleration. The baselines show that a perfect processor of acceleration information perceives self-motion during centrifuge deceleration significantly differently from self-motion during centrifuge acceleration, despite the fact that the angular accelerations have equal magnitude (with opposite direction). At the same time, the baselines can be compared with subjects' reported perceptions to highlight limitations of the nervous system; limitations and peculiarities of the nervous system are identified as deviations from a baseline. As a result, peculiarities of the nervous system are held responsible for any perception of pitch or roll angular velocity or change in tilt of the body-horizontal plane of motion during the centrifuge run. On the other hand, baselines explain perception of tilt position during deceleration, linear velocity, possible lack of significant linear velocity during deceleration, and yaw angular velocity, including on-axis angular velocity during centrifuge deceleration. The results lead to several experimental questions.